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August
Work

E D I T O R ’ S  R E P O R T

While most retailers are starting to benefit from the
back-to-school buying season, garden retailers tra-
ditionally suffer one of their toughest retail months
in August. The days of customers waiting to get in the front gate are long-since

gone, killed this year by the heat wave that has plagued most of the country for the past 6-8
weeks. And even if your area skirted the extreme heat, nobody puts off gardening until August;
whatever was going to be done happened many weeks ago.

So what do we as garden retailers do this time of year...other than take vacation? Is there any
hope to make some money in August, or should these few weeks be viewed as the dead zone
between spring/summer and fall?

A Bad Direction
I know this is a pretty risky statement because an increasing number of garden centers are

not like this, but...I have seen way too many garden centers give up on August. They expect
sales to be bad and don’t keep up the store, creating a self-fulfilling prophecy. Think about it;
why would someone want to shop a store that looks picked over, where the merchandise is the
same you saw two months earlier? 

Have you ever walked into Crate & Barrel and seen the store dirty and unstaffed? What about
Whole Foods? Have you ever gone to a produce department there and seen old product? (Yes,
it is the same; they are both perishable product; they both have a shelf life.) Without fresh
plants, new merchandise, excited employees and great promotions, you can’t possibly hope to
make August into anything other than what it is: a money pit that’s only good for vacation and
early set-up for the fall. 

A Good Example
I see the 31 days in August as an opportunity to make money, and I know other people —

other garden retailers — do as well. I know you’re probably thinking only in large markets or at
fancy stores, but that’s not true. 

I was visiting with a grower friend of mine a couple of months ago, and I asked him why the green-
house was so full. He proceeded to tell me about the huge
summer business his company has created and how they
now sell more during the summer than they do in spring.

His “secret” is he sells heat-tolerant plants that can
withstand drying down a bit, and he only sells them in
large formats. In other words, he sells plants that have a
chance of surviving a couple of months until first frost.
His other “secret” is that he was dedicated to the con-
cept and stuck with it through a couple of tough years
of dumping product and losing money. He said it was
pretty hard for a while, but they had faith in the plan
and are certainly reaping the benefits now.

His customer? Wal-mart. If this company created a sum-
mer market with Wal-mart customers, who are not loyal
and not knowledgeable about gardening, you can do it at
your garden center. I know it’s a pretty different way to
look at August, but it’s definitely worth considering. 
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